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We are now in graduation
season, and optimism is in the
air about all these bright,
young students and what they
are soon off to accomplish.
They are thinking about many
facets of their futures – such
as their careers, travel plans,
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social lives. And many are
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thinking deeply about fulfilling their life’s purposes to
help others, innovate technologies, grow businesses, and make the world a better place.
If you are a soon-to-be or a recent grad, we
know how consumed you are with these
things. There isn’t much time left for thinking
about your financial future. Thinking about
retirement or saving for a home might feel
years and years away. Here are 5 easy ways for
you to set yourself up for success financially
even if you have little time or little interest
now:
1. Make saving automatic. We love accomplishing things we didn’t even have to think
about. So after you’ve landed that first professional job and have some earnings rolling in,
set up automatic contributions to your employer’s retirement plan or to an individual
retirement account. Some employers are now
even setting up their plans so that all employees are “opted in” to the savings plan without
having to do a thing. If your employer doesn’t
have a retirement plan, set up an individual
retirement account (using an easy new account

opening tool like this mobile-ready one at
Vanguard: https://personal.vanguard.com/
us/openaccount) and start contributing up to
$5,500 per year. The same is true for saving
for big purchases. Many employers will allow
you to automatically direct your paycheck into
multiple accounts – such as a savings and
checking. As they say, “set it and forget it.”
You’ll be pleasantly surprised when you need
to buy a car or take a vacation, and the money
is already there!
2. Learn more about investing and personal finance. Pick a podcast or a news source to
follow, and listen to or read a little each day
during your commute, at the gym, or while
doing the dishes. We like APM’s Marketplace
for podcasts, and www.MarketWatch.com/
personal-finance for the web. Audio news
sources are especially useful because, while
doing daily tasks, you can become more informed about the financial world. You will
grow in your confidence and maybe even
make smarter decisions. For the more-thancasual observer who wants to develop their
knowledge further, there are free courses you
can take in your spare time. We like
www.Morningstar.com’s Investing Classroom
(www.morningstar.com/cover/
classroom.html), Khan Academy
(www.khanacademy.org), and Investopedia
(www.investopedia.com).
3. Decide to live under your means. A
decision to live under your means is one of
the best financial moves you might ever

make. Look at your take home pay, multiply it by some percentage – say 80% or 90% – and then live off that number. Make sure
the rest is squirrelled away for the longer term (see tip 1!). If you
are fortunate enough to receive annual gifts or support from your
family or from trusts, view that as “the icing on the cake,” not the
“bread and butter.” If your perspective is the former, you will be
sitting pretty even when times are tough. If you fall into the trap
of the latter, you might be in for a rude awakening if those gifts
wane or if the market tumbles (and your distributions decline).
Some young people are confused about what their means entail;
if that’s you, just ask your parents or your advisor to help you
understand how the gifts, trusts, and other resources work.
4. Look at the numbers. Unless you are a numbers person,
looking at numbers may not be fun. That’s why so many tools
these days give you handy graphics and charts that show your
stats without making your eyes glass over with hundreds of lines
of data. Many bank or credit card apps have spending analysis
tools. Mint (also available as an app), for instance, will allow you
to track spending and sends alerts if you’re close to a spending
limit for categories you set up – so you can track in real time
what’s important to you!
People sometimes tend to discount the value of maintaining personal financial statements. But every client should have financial
net worth statements (FNWS) and cash flow documents. These
documents are important metrics from which your advisor can
give you sound financial and estate planning guidance to help you

meet your long term goals. In fact, very little effective planning
can be done without a reasonably accurate and up-to-date FNWS
and cash flow statement.
Also, it is helpful to look at the FNWS year over year to see
trends. Are the values generally going up? Going down? If down,
you should consider whether the problem is a short-term, marketbased one and should reverse itself. Or whether it is indicative of a
pattern of overspending or other mismanagement (suggesting you
should work on tips 1, 2, and 3).
5. Call Us! (Or text, or Skype, or reach out in the way easiest for
you . . . ) We are here to provide many financial services to you
and your family! And we can get you answers pretty quickly.
Things like how much you pay in taxes, whether to buy or lease a
car, how to become self-sufficient, and other common questions
on the minds of new grads just starting out. As a Market Street
client, we can help you think about “what’s next” financially in a
way that is tailored specifically to you and your family situation.
You might feel like these things are not as “easy” as we make them
out to be. (Except calling or texting us for help – we truly believe
that is very easy to do if you save our contact info in your phone!)
But we believe that they can become “easy” if you make an affirmative decision, and then turn that decision into a habit. When
saving or living beneath your means is a habit, you can use your
reserved will power to meet your more difficult goals: like eating
better, getting to the gym, waking earlier, or cleaning your apartment!

What Is It and How Does It Impact Me?
When contemplating writing this article, I decided the best place to start was with a definition of
‘Social Engineering’. When I looked it up,
Google defined it as “an attack vector that relies
heavily on human interaction and often involves
tricking people into breaking normal security
procedures.” … I think they lost me at “attack
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vector…” So, in English, what is social engiDirector of IT
neering? I would define it as any time someone
tries to trick or manipulate you into giving them something you
would not have otherwise – usually money or information. It
relies heavily on psychology and the fact that most of us tend to
operate from the hope that the people who interact with us are
generally decent. In my opinion, it relies on some of the same
strategies that basic marketing rely on – specifically strategies that
are employed to entice you to buy the cheese burger or join the
club. These strategies are designed to convince you to engage in a
particular activity which benefits a company or organization.
Generally, with marketing, one assumes there are ethics involved
– and that the proposed activity would provide you with some
tangible benefit, and ideally, not create harm. Herein lies the big-

gest difference between marketing and social engineering. Social
engineering is also an attempt to entice you to do something, but
it is completely without ethics. The goal is to create harm, to
steal, or to cheat, and there is no intent to provide you with any
benefit.

Marketing

Social Engineering
Ethical
Line

Social Engineering has become every bit as sophisticated and
successful as a well-run marketing campaign, and it is important
to remember that. We all remember the emails from the middleeastern prince, saying that if only we will reply with our bank
account information, he will give us millions, or the plea from a
friend, child, relative saying they have been arrested in Belize and
need money to be able to get home. While these still happen, they
are examples of unsophisticated social engineering. Most aware
individuals see these, laugh a little to themselves, delete the email
and move on. It is important to note that these still exist because

they are still successful with someone, but social engineering has
moved well beyond these rudimentary examples.

scanning and filtering technology to weed out as many of these
requests as we can.

Phishing, particularly Spear Phishing, is a lot like targeted advertising. Have you noticed that you do a Google search for swimwear, and then for the next 3 weeks every side bar advertisement
on the internet shows you pictures of swimsuits? (Which incidentally can be embarrassing when conducting searches on screen
in front of a room full of students – but moving on…) That is
targeted advertising. Google tracked the fact that you used their
search engine to look for swimsuits, sold that information to their
partners, who then provided those banner ads to you. The process was quick and required minimal interaction from you. The
hope is that since you expressed interest in swimsuits via your
search, you will purchase THEIR swimsuit available from the
banner ad. This type of advertising is more effective because they
are offering you a product you have already expressed interest in.

You also need to respond to this direct and sophisticated threat.

Spear Phishing works on the same principle. The attacker finds
out information about you, your family, your organization and
then uses it to make you believe they are legitimate and have a
legitimate right to whatever they are asking you for. This is
spookily easy to do. I recently taught a seminar on social media
(Facebook, LinkedIn etc.) for a leadership class, and in preparation, to drive home a point, I researched each student, spending
no more than five minutes per student, looking for personal
details on social media. I was able to find things like nicknames,
pet names, family names, birth dates, contacts in common and
many other details. I was quickly dubbed a creepy stalker by the
class, but the point was made. We each have an amazing
amount of personal information readily available. A nefarious
individual can use that information to target you and lend significant credibility to their requests. Here at Market Street, we have
seen a significant increase in this type of activity. We receive
daily emails, phone calls and other communication where the
contactor already knows employee names, email addresses, roles
and titles. We have responded with both tightened procedures
to make sure the requests are legitimate as well as enhanced

Recognize this is happening. Many emails, phone calls and text
messages are not legitimate. Be suspicious and question everything. Do not respond or provide the requested information
unless you are 100% certain the request has been verified as
legitimate.
 Be instantly suspicious of requests with urgency attached. If
you HAVE to respond NOW or something bad will happen,
that is a huge red flag. It does not matter who they claim to be.
You always have time to double check. If they claim you do
not, it is because they do not want you to.
 Scrutinize the links to see whether the URLs or links are misleading or do not match. Example: An email arrives claiming to
be from Microsoft, warning you about “virus activity”, but the
link does not go to “Microsoft.com” but to Microsoft.maliciousdomainname.com. Another trick is the link
looks like it is going to “Microsoft.com” but when you float
your mouse over it, the pop-up text telling you where it is actually going is somewhere else entirely.
 Poor grammar is always a red flag.
 An offer that seems too good to be true
 You did not initiate the action – If they are calling or emailing
you “out of the blue” this is a red flag. Do not respond with
personal information.
In conclusion, social engineering is all around us in many forms;
and unfortunately, it can be aimed at causing us harm. Being vigilant about protecting your information, verifying sources, and
remaining skeptical about requests, links, etc. can help prevent
you from falling victim to a socially engineered scheme.


As always, please feel free to ask questions. We at Market Street
want you to stay safe. Contact your wealth advisor with questions
or concerns.

By: Thayer Willis, M.A., L.C.S.W.
Recently a client told me that “pay now or pay
later” was one of his father’s favorite guiding
principles. Life truly doesn’t deliver much for
free, and the price isn’t always money.
“Pay now or pay later” echoes well with “actions
have consequences,” a favorite of mine. If you
think about this in terms of raising your kids,
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that if they slack and coast in their lives, there
will be a future price to pay for this behavior. But slacking and
coasting can be a smokescreen for deeper issues. Most likely, it
could be that these young family members are hindered by pain

and fear, which makes them appear to be “lazy.” This is certainly
not a worthwhile place to get stuck. It is possible for these young
adults to take charge of their hindrances and find the courage they
need to build a good life. A mentor, clergy member, or therapist
can help facilitate changes of attitude and behavior that will be
more constructive for them.
Many years ago, the specific crossroad of deciding one’s life purpose was exemplified to me vividly in a large extended family
group. I began a retreat with a short presentation, intended to be
a motivational message to kick off the retreat with a blast of energy. It turned out that the most important message I gave them in

the entire retreat was an unplanned sentence that slipped out of
my mouth at the end of my introductory session.
We were in a deep room, longer than it was wide. On their own,
the older adults in the family had directed all of the kids and
young adults to the front of the room. There were about thirty of
these young people sitting right in front of me. When I was closing my introduction, I said:
You have been given many resources and you will be given many more. But
the one thing no one is given is a meaningful life. For that we have to work.
You were not given a meaningful life; you were meant to build one.

In the wake of that statement, I literally saw some jaws drop and
the blank stares that followed were unmistakable evidence of the
significant news received. I saw many proverbial light bulbs clicking on among these young family members. Clearly, this was
news. Yes…extremely important news.
It is possible to grow up in a wealthy family with no sense of paying for anything, except in the abstract. As in, someone needs to
pay, but not me. In fact, concern about paying for anything is
sometimes viewed as crass, and beneath one’s dignity. Paying is
not a real element of life that one must deal with, as it is almost
always taken care of by others. Send the bills to the family office,
or just get them to take care of the entire transaction. But there is
a problem with this course of action. Ultimately, no one is exempt
from paying. Pay now or pay later.
How do so many children of wealth miss this basic financial literacy lesson? Most people learn their system of paying from their
parents, one way or another. If you grow up in a family where you
are not responsible for learning to pay now, including the difficult
choices that come with it at times, then you don’t learn how to do
it.
In the context of budgeting in the present, “pay now” looks like a
useful measure. For in the present, it is easy to see if the price fits
the budget, easy to evaluate whether it is worth it, easy to move
forward without debt. The “pay later” approach can be more
complicated. There may be unanswered questions about value, a
lack of understanding about debt, and too little concern about
money for present needs. As a result, the decision to pay later may
be a poorly thought out, impulsive move.

filing a lawsuit against a family member? Sure, you may get something you would call “justice” now, but what about the relationship you have destroyed and your feelings of isolation thirty or
forty years from now?
So, how about the right and opportunity you have to determine
these examples in your own life? What if you paid now by working out a high-road solution that may be less to your liking in the
present, but eliminates the need to pay later with damaged family
relationships? What are the choices in your family that you can
use to help mentor a young family member to pay wisely?
Let’s say a young adult who has had unlimited access to money
never really discovers any passion, never gets inspired to dig in
and do anything demanding. Life seems to be an endless string of
amusements and entertainments, interspersed with a bit of boredom. And let’s be honest about what I call unlimited access to
money. This means never having to plan for spending, never running into a limit, always being able to make a phone call to get
more money. That’s it. No job required. Sadly, there is a price to
pay for this absence of responsibility, purpose, and difficult choices. This young family member is merely skimming the surface of
life: a dilettante who will pay a high emotional price for seemingly
skating through life. To continue reading, visit www.thayerwillis.com.
Thayer Willis is an internationally recognized author and expert in the area
of wealth counseling. Since 1990, she has specialized in helping people of all
ages handle the psychological challenges of wealth. A member of the founding
family of the multibillion-dollar Georgia-Pacific Corporation, Thayer offers an
insider's perspective on the privileges and tragedies that wealthy families face
on a regular basis. To read more, visit: www.thayerwillis.com.
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In most examples of using money to pay now or pay later, it is
easy enough to do the math. It is when the medium of exchange
is not money that challenges can become more emotional and
more agonizing. How about embarrassing a family member publicly, earning yourself their lingering resentment and distance?
This kind of payment can cost you for decades. Or how about
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